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The new Volkswagen Arteon
Innovative assistance systems in detail – part 3:
"Adaptive cruise control ACC" looks ahead
→ "ACC" in the Arteon is able to integrate speed limits and

bends for the first time
→ Predictive assistance system uses camera and navigation
system
Wolfsburg – The Arteon is a gran turismo, ideal for long distances. The
new, optionally available "adaptive cruise control ACC" with predictive
speed control gives enhanced comfort over long distances. The further
developments in "ACC" can integrate speed limits for the first time. So far,
the assistance system was known purely as cruise control: adjust the
desired speed, that's all. Within system limits, "adaptive cruise control
ACC" can take over braking and acceleration. So far, so good. However,
anyone who has ever driven a car with "ACC" will have wished that the
system could "think" and also take into account bends and speed limits,
thus adding even more comfort. The Arteon is the first Volkswagen to do
just that: within system limits, it reacts to bends and speed limits and
integrates them into the adaptive speed control.
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Here’s how it works: "ACC" uses a
radar sensor (for the cruise
control), a camera in the
windscreen and the route data of
the navigation system. The
Arteon can "see" speed limits
using the camera and the
associated traffic sign
recognition. These are adopted by
New in Arteon: adaptive cruise control ACC with
predictive speed control
the "ACC". The route data can
even be predictively forwarded to
the navigation system. This "speed assistant" represents a clear comfort
gain especially on long-distance motorways with constantly changing
speed information. A "bend assistant" is active at the same time: Using the
route data of the navigation system, the car can recognise its position
within system limits and adjust the speed on approaching bends,
roundabouts and intersections. Local entry and exit signs can also be
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detected. The "Front Assist" surroundings monitoring system including
"City Emergency Braking System" is always integrated in the "ACC". In
combination with the automatically shifting DSG, the Arteon can also
automatically start up again with "ACC" – for example, in stop & go traffic.
The "adaptive cruise control" is active in a range from 0 to 210 km/h (with
DSG); starting at 30 km/h ACC is able to keep the desired speed constantly.
Thanks to the predictive speed control system, the system can increase
comfort as outlined; at the same time, though, the new "ACC" generation
can also contribute to the reduction of fuel consumption thanks to the
predictive braking and acceleration functions.
In essence: The "adaptive cruise control ACC with predictive speed control"
helps the driver within system limits, but it is the driver who retains overall
control at all times for the car and the current situation. The semiautomatic system can be "overridden" at any time by switching it off,
braking or accelerating.

About the Volkswagen brand: “We make the future real”
The Volkswagen Passenger Cars brand is present in more than 150 markets throughout the world and
produces vehicles at over 50 locations in 14 countries. In 2016, Volkswagen produced about 5.99 million
vehicles including bestselling models such as the Golf, Tiguan, Jetta or Passat. Currently, 196,000 people
work for Volkswagen across the globe. The brand also has 7,700 dealerships with 74,000 employees.
Volkswagen is forging ahead consistently with the further development of automobile production.
E-mobility, Smart mobility and the digital transformation of the brand are the key strategic topics for
the future.
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